
Today is Isabella’s birthday,
Jayden blew 58 ivory balloons
Noah has 3 ivory balloons. 
How many ivory balloons do
they have in all ?

Asher had 59 books at home. he went to the library to take
out 3 more books.  
How many books does Asher have now?

How many candies did you sell
if you sold 57 chocolate candies
and 8 vanilla candies?

The hobby store normally sells 65 trading cards per
month. In February, the hobby store sold 9 more trading
cards than normal.  
In total, how many trading cards did the hobby store sell
in February?

Anna bought 69 candies and Mia
bought 69 candies on the beach. 
How many candies did they buy
together ?

Jaxon went to 69 volleyball games this year. he went to 5
volleyball games last year.
How many volleyball games did Jaxon go to in total ?

Victoria went to 52 surfing
games this year. she went to 9
surfing games last year. 
How many surfing games did
Victoria go to in total ?

Nathan grew 19 lettuces. Benjamin grew 9 lettuces. How
many lettuces did they grow in all ?

Ethan picked 17 lemons and
Andrew picked 9 lemons from
the farm. 
How many lemons were picked
in all ?

Levi has 45 pieces of candy to share with his friends.
There wasn’t enough candy for all his friends, so he went
to the store to get 8 more pieces of candy. 
How many pieces of candy does Levi have now?
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A restaurant served 79 during lunch and 9
during dinner today. 
How many were served today ?

David went to 89 hang gliding games this
year. he went to 5 hang gliding games last
year. 
How many hang gliding games did David
go to in total ?

Mason went to 37 cycling games this year. he
went to 5 cycling games last year. 
How many cycling games did Mason go to in
total ?

Thomas had 36 books at home. he went to
the library to take out 7 more books.  
How many books does Thomas have now?

Mia was playing basketball. 45 of her shots
went in the hoop. 9 of her shots did not go in
the hoop. 
How many shots were there in total?

Today is Daniel’s birthday, Ava blew 56
orange balloons Henry has 6 orange
balloons. 
How many orange balloons do they have in
all ?

Oliver picked 65 plums and Sebastian picked 6
plums from the farm. 
How many plums were picked in all ?

The restaurant has 25 normal chairs and 7
chairs for babies. 
How many chairs does the restaurant have
in total?

Evelyn went to 18 cycling games this year. she
went to 6 cycling games last year. 
How many cycling games did Evelyn go to in
total ?

The restaurant has 49 normal chairs and 2
chairs for babies. 
How many chairs does the restaurant have
in total?
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Mia bought 67 pizzas and Zoe
bought 67 pizzas on the beach. 
How many pizzas did they buy
together ?

Chloe was playing basketball. 23 of her shots went in
the hoop. 8 of her shots did not go in the hoop. 
How many shots were there in total?

Isaiah had 24 nickels in he bank.
his dad put 9 more nickels in his
bank. 
How many nickels does Isaiah
have now ?

Abigail picked 29 pineapples and Leo picked 5
pineapples from the farm. 
How many pineapples were picked in all ?

Riley went to 89 boxing games this
year. she went to 7 boxing games
last year. 
How many boxing games did Riley
go to in total ?

Abigail has 28 pieces of candy to share with her friends.
There wasn’t enough candy for all her friends, so she
went to the store to get 5 more pieces of candy. 
How many pieces of candy does Abigail have now?

Abigail went to 57 weightlifting
games this year. she went to 6
weightlifting games last year. 
How many weightlifting games did
Abigail go to in total ?

Alexander picked 87 melons and Emma picked 8
melons from the farm. 
How many melons were picked in all ?

Ellie was playing basketball. 29 of
her shots went in the hoop. 2 of
her shots did not go in the hoop. 
How many shots were there in
total?

Grace had 26 dimes in she bank. her dad put 5 more
dimes in her bank. 
How many dimes does Grace have now ?
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There are 43 spoons in the drawer. Hannah
placed 43 more spoons in the drawer. 
How many spoons are now there in all ?

The hobby store normally sells 79 trading
cards per month. In February, the hobby store
sold 5 more trading cards than normal.  
In total, how many trading cards did the
hobby store sell in February?

Ethan has 36 pieces of bread to share with
his friends. There wasn’t enough bread for
all his friends, so he went to the store to get
8 more pieces of bread. 
How many pieces of bread does Ethan have
now?

The hobby store normally sells 66 trading
cards per month. In May, the hobby store sold
8 more trading cards than normal.  
In total, how many trading cards did the
hobby store sell in May?

How many candies did you sell if you sold
36 chocolate candies and 9 vanilla candies?

The restaurant has 33 normal chairs and 8
chairs for babies. 
How many chairs does the restaurant have in
total?

Abigail had 15 nickels in she bank. her dad
put 7 more nickels in her bank. 
How many nickels does Abigail have now ?

Kennedy has 38 pieces of bread to share with
her friends. There wasn’t enough bread for all
her friends, so she went to the store to get 8
more pieces of bread. 
How many pieces of bread does Kennedy
have now?

William was playing basketball. 46 of his
shots went in the hoop. 5 of his shots did
not go in the hoop. 
How many shots were there in total?

Scarlett bought 24 breads and Jonathan
bought 24 breads on the beach. 
How many breads did they buy together ?
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